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Domination And Nothing Less!!Updated, Extended and Revised 3rd Edition, Discounted for July

2016Do you feel like a beta? Do you wish you could have blonde bombshells taking of your

pants?Do you want to get the girl all the guys want?My name is Rick Johnson and I have been

teaching men how to have success with women (Success can mean a number things) for a number

of years now, I have tested many methods and decided its time to give you guys the raw truth.I have

been there guys, I am not someone who was born a natural with the ladies I can assure you of that,

I had to figure it out and it took a shit load of work, work that I have now mastered, I've done the

hard work so you do not have too, just apply what I say and results will follow.I have had a lot of

success with this book as its gives guys a simple but highly effective way of cutting the shit and

getting results with women.No Pick Up, Just 6 Traits That Once Practiced And Mastered Can Make

The Most Hard To Get Stunner Want To See Your ****This 3rd Edition was Released in November

2015
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For every 12 year old.Not much here for the mature male.For instance, in chapter 1 the author



states that confidence breeds competence. Well, in real life this actually works in reverse.

Competence breeds confidence. This is why football teams practice.There are many other

examples. For instance 'dominance'. The over arching message is that alpha males take what they

want. Interesting, but he doesn't mention social calibration. Taking what you want without the proper

social calibration can be counter productive.He also talks about social climbing from the male

perspective as a means of being attractive to women. I agree that women are social climbers. But

that is not a masculine quality. It is supplicative behavior.

Dont let the cover fool you. This is not a book about sex. It is a book that explains in great detail why

women want a man who is confident, who takes charge, and who can sweep her off her feet. It

explains how women think and how they expect and want their man to think. If you fail to do this, or

do some of the things she instinctively wants, its a big turn off and she loses respect. Oh how I wish

I had read this many many years ago. If you are struggling in your relationship, or starting a new

one, this is something you will want to read.

This book is amazing! You can see the passion the author used to write it. It's a blunt,

straightforward, no BS guide to grow up as an alpha male. If you're ready to take charge of your life

and become an Alpha Male, take the few minutes to read this book. Very enjoyable read.

This book is painfully incomplete. The author talks about who you should become and what traits

are attractive but fails to talk about how you get to the end result he describes. I find the number of

five star reviews very questionable. I wonder if the author had anyone proof read his work. The book

has a number of grammatical errors which make the book seem less than professionally written.

The overall content is very lacking. Save your money on this one. Don't bother.

This is better than other books I've read. It focuses on attracting women to you, not going out there

on a fools errand. It's well written and a good piece of fun. Better than most pickup books, I'll explain

why. Some assume that you are in a better space than you actually are and are giving you too

much knowledge for your stage. This book focuses on grooming, and even speaks about hard work.

Someone needs to write a pick up book that just says getting a girlfriend is about virtue and hard

work, and it is inevitable you'll get one in the end. It's a good book though!!!

I always used to be the beta male type of person in my life. I lacked confidence and had no social



skills. In fact, I always felt awkward among people. Then, I thought of changing my life. I asked for

help to one of my friends and he suggested me this book. This book has all you need to be the

alpha male of your life. The alpha male characteristics and how to achieve them were very helpful

for me. Now, Iâ€™m working on my confidence, charm, social skills, high status and attractive

lifestyle to become the alpha male.I would recommend this book to other beta males to change

themselves and be the alpha males in their lives.

This book is typically written for men, who wish to become socially skilled go-getter guys, adept at

projecting a confident and poised image in front of women. It offers basic advice on how men can

hone their intrinsic qualities to attract women and turn into successful male players. Simple and

well-written, it's an entertaining read for those looking for some ideas on how they can enhance their

personalities for the better. Overall, it's a good read for shy and passive guys.

Good thing to know that there is this kind of book here. This book helped me a lot on winning my

love. I learned what are the Key Alpha Male traits and followed it religiously. This traits are present

on us but we just need to keep it alive on certain situations such as dating. Awesome to know this

traits and developed it for my benefits. Good buy for you.
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